Charge-state equilibration of a fast ion or atom beam in a gas or vapor target has been studied for more than 30 years, first in gas targets and later in metal-vapor targets. The charge-state fractions exiting a target vary as a function of target thickness, approaching charge-state equilibrium for a sufficiently thick target. Two or more charge states are present at charge-state equilibrium for all cases, except for the case of a very fast beam, which is almost completely ionized at sufficiently high energies (1. 1 MeV/u). A beam of nydrogen (or deuterium or tritium) in charge-state equilibrium in a gas or vapor We have recently shown that the collision processes leading to charge-state equilibrium for intermediate-energy ~drogen ions in an electron-spin-polarized target can be used to produce intense beams of nuclear-spin-polarized hYdrogen atoms . In this paper we analyze the behavior of a low-energy beam in an electron-spin-polarized alkali-vapor target.
A positive hydrogen-ion beam passing through a polarized target acquires electron-spin polarization in its initial electron interaction.
Spin-dependent charge-transfer effects then begin to playa role in ~ subsequent interactions, causing significant modifications in the ultimate charge-state distribution of the beam. We show below that, at The above equations apply equally well to tritium, as the proton and triton both have spin 1/2. However, for deuterium, while qualitative results are similar, the detailed description is complicated by the deuteron spin, which is unity. The corresponding equations for deuterium are:
where neutral-fraction components corresponding to the F eigenstates, /F,m>, are written in the form D~m' and the negative fraction components, 0;, and D~, correspond respectively to mn = 1, and mn = O. Negative ions wi th mn = ~1 cannot be produced ina 100% electron-polarized target. A plot of polarization and neutralization of + + 400 eV/u Hand 0 are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of cesium-vapor -7 -target thickness. Two remarkable features are to be noted: both the neutral fraction of the beam and its polarization are nearly 100% for large target thickness. The initial maximum of the neutral fraction, at a target thickness of ~2x1014 atoms/cm 2 , arises from the large ratio, a+o/(a o _ + a o +) and is observed even with unpolarized targets (Schlachter et al 1980) . The subsequent increase of the neutral fraction and its approach to unity for high target thicknesses, however, is due to the polarized target and spin-dependent collisions. Similar behavior will occur with a sodium-vapor target, but because of the smaller cross sections, (Ebel 1983 , Howald et al 1983 , Schlachter et al 1980 , a factor of 10 thicker target would be required. atoms/cm 2 ; the H-fraction will of course, approach zero for large target thickness, asit does in the first polarized target. The Hfraction in an unpolarized target is shown for comparison.
Conversion of the polarized H
Electron~spin-polarized alkali-vapor targets can be produced by laser optical pumping. To date, cesium has not been used as an optically pumped target; however optically pumped sodium-vapor targets have been used for production of polarized H-ions , Cornelius et al 1982 , and Mori et al 1983 . The thickest targets that have been produced at the present time have T : 10 14 atoms/cm 2 • It is not known how difficult it will be to produce targets with a thickness of 2. Negative-ion fraction. f_. as a function of target thickness, for a 400 eV/u neutral ~drogen beam .incident on a cesium-vapor target.
The curve for polarized cesium vapor assumes a 100~-nuclear-spin-.
polarized neutral beam incident on a 100~-electron-spin-polarized target, wi th the two pol ari zati ons oppositely di rected.
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